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Abstract:
Development of the Future Generation promises to bring great variety in software, but also presents the
danger of non‐interoperability and market fragmentation if coordination mechanisms are not used
effectively. This paper explores which mechanisms of coordination are helpful in limiting divergence in
software development and deployment by examining two cases: Java and Linux.
A structural difference seems to exist between the mechanisms used by the two communities. For Java,
divergence is where possible avoided ex‐ante, whereas for Linux, divergence is foremost reduced ex‐post.
The conclusion discusses this difference and the implications of both types of coordination for
interoperability.
The structure of this article is as follows. First, we introduce some theoretical notions that help identify
mechanisms of coordination. We subsequently use these to examine the Java and Linux cases. The article
closes with a comparison of how the two communities deal with divergence, and with a discussion about
the wider implications of the research findings.

Introduction
In general, the source code of open source software (OSS) is widely accessible, freely available,
and reusable. The most popular open source license, the General Public License (GPL), allows
almost full use and reuse of source code.3 Apart from engineering expertise, there are no
significant barriers to join open source communities.4 Low entry barriers also explain the variety
among those actively involved in OSS development. One respondent we spoke to in the light of
our research described the high level of variety in OSS projects: “(T)here are many different
types of contributors to open‐source projects: organizations and individual initiators and those
who help with other peopleʹs projects; hobbyists and professionals.”5 More in particular, the
individual hobbyist‐developers – who still dominate OSS development6—are a source of
variation because, as with other professionals, there is often a temptation to create new
solutions rather than reuse solutions created by others.7 Many developers in open source
communities are reported to enjoy experimenting and taking risks, since their actions are not
limited by deadlines or other fixed performance indicators.8
There is an increasing involvement of commercial organizations in open source communities.9
Interviews10 show that their interests and work setting can be very different from those of
voluntary developers. Differences of a technical, organisational, political, and cultural nature
are likely to result in conflicting software requirements and technical solutions. A board
member of the Apache Software Foundation observes that, “a developer from, for example, IBM
works more structurally towards deadlines and follows a certain approach; whereas a private
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developer, who does it as a hobby, is more creative, takes more risks by experimenting, and
generally has a higher pay off risk ratio.” Two other members of the Apache community note
the increasing involvement of Sun people in Apache development. They note that Sun’s
deadlines are frustrating when working together with people who do it for fun.11
There is an unprecedented number of potential developers with different backgrounds and the
possibilities to adapt source code, improve it, and thus create variety. On the one hand, these
elements would seem to set ideal conditions for accelerated software evolution and innovation.
However, on the other hand, variety may also cause grave compatibility and interoperability
problems. For example, the diversity created by the localization and personalization of software
to meet specific needs makes IT maintenance in large organizations a difficult and laborious
task. Moreover, conflicting requirements may result in competing software branches (‘forks”).
The OSS setting offers the opportunity, the incentives, and the means to diverge. But does
divergence occur to such a degree that it leads to interoperability problems and market
fragmentation? In a debate on the subject only a few open source developers recognized the
problem. Furthermore, some OSS packages have a large market share. For instance Apache has
a 67% share in the webserver market12 and Sendmail is the basis for most e‐mail programs. This
would not seem to be consonant with an unusual number of compatibility problems. All this
suggests that open source communities somehow manage to limit divergent developments. In
this paper we therefore focus on the following research question:
Given the high potential for divergence and the problems of interoperability to which this could lead, in
what manner do open source communities limit divergence and increase convergence?
The aim is to identify a set of mechanisms that explains how two communities manage to avoid
many of the interoperability problems which could be expected to arise. Standardization
literature, in particular, is a suitable source of input to analyse interoperability issues. Here, we
use the terms “market and technology coordination.” We examine this body of literature to
identify and discuss a number of coordination mechanisms. Notably, in this paper we limit the
concept of coordination to interoperability. We do not address other aspects of coordination
(e.g. how resources are gathered and mobilized, responsibilities and activities negotiated and
structured, changes to the software made, and the quality of the software controlled).
The research is an explorative one. We study two communities: the Java and the Linux
community. Both consist of a highly heterogeneous and geographically distributed group of
programmers who have different and sometimes competing goals and interests. Both concern a
platform technology, that is, a technology for which technical compatibility is crucial, and the
economic stakes are high. This makes coordinated development more necessary and more
difficult, respectively.
In contrast, both communities are organized very differently, about which more later. Together
they promise to cover coordination mechanisms used in other open source communities. We
base many of the observations on findings from a larger research program which includes OSS
communities like Apache, Debian, and PostgreSQL.13

Theories of Coordination
Because standards are often equated with coordination, standardization literature is an
important source of theory on coordination. Classic economic studies distinguish two types of
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coordination:14 committee standardization and coordination by the market.15 The distinction
refers to standards developed by technical committees (committee standards) and to those that
arise from a dominant market share (de facto standards).
We apply this categorization to organize and introduce a few theoretical notions below without
aiming for a comprehensive overview. They are used here to trigger ideas about, and later on
help identify mechanisms that, limit divergence in Java and Linux.

Committee Standardization
One of the most explicit coordination mechanisms is committee standardization. It is a response
to technical and actor complexity, Schmidt and Werle16 argue. In the technical sense, the need
for coordination follows from the technical interrelatedness of components and products, that
is, from the “network character of many technical artefacts.”17 The more complex the system is
in terms of number of different components, the higher and more diverse the number of actors
involved. The more multiple actor interdependencies, the higher the need to coordinate market
strategies and to define common technical specifications for product and technology
development. Committee standards are such specifications. They serve to create technical
compatibility among products and services and direct the actions and orientation of other
market players. Standards “help coordinating the actions of those who design, produce or use
technical components as parts of more comprehensive technical systems.”18

Market Coordination
Two concepts related to market coordination are of interest to OSS, : the “bandwagon
mechanism” and “positive network externalities.”19 Farrell and Saloner20 define the bandwagon
mechanism as follows:
“If an important agent makes a unilateral public commitment to one standard,
others then know that if they follow that lead, they will be compatible at least
with the first mover, and plausibly also with later movers.”
The “bandwagon mechanism” is a descriptive concept. It captures a leadership‐induced
response by the marketplace in situations where there is technical choice. Technical
coordination, that is, reduced diversity by technology selection, results as a by‐product of this
response.
There is also a socio‐cognitive side to the bandwagon mechanism. Katz and Shapiro21 mention
psychological bandwagon mechanisms. But, we could include other group dynamic processes here
too. For example, as the Linux case illustrates, in OSS communities indicators of software
popularity induce bandwagon‐like behaviours.
Katz and Shapiro identify three main sources of network externalities:22





the direct physical effect of number of purchasers on the quality of the product (e.g., the
number of connected households increases the value of a connection to the telephone
network)
the indirect effects (e.g., the more computers of a certain kind sold, the more software
developed for this type of computer)
the quality and availability of post‐purchase service for the product that depend on the
experience and size of the service network. This may in turn vary with number of units of
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the product that have been sold (e.g., service network for popular car brands is denser and
possibly better since same set of servicing skills are needed).23
The notion of network externality provides a rationale for coordinative responses, and,
sometimes, for the emergence of monopolies.24 Though the notion is always discussed under the
headings of “the market,” the rationale of network externalities explains committee
standardization as well as (other) market‐based responses to coordination needs. For example,
in complex markets the externalities of compatibility are inherently high. Where this is the case,
network externalities create a pull towards compatibility, as do other, market‐bound rationales
like ”striving for economies of scale.” It triggers coordination mechanisms. That is, although it
is itself not a mechanism of coordination, it is relevant for OSS as an underlying rationale for
coordination.
In sum, several ideas from standards literature seem relevant to coordination in OSS. In
particular, we should note the common orientation provided by committee standards, the socio‐
cognitive and economic bandwagon mechanisms, and possible rationales for coordination such
as network externalities and economies of scale. Their use below will allow us to identify and
understand the mechanisms deployed in OSS to limit divergence.

The Case of Java
To understand the field of forces against which coordination of Java development took place,
we briefly set the scene.25 After the initial project phase, Sun started developing Java to achieve
cross‐platform compatibility. This represented a threat to companies with profits tied to
platform‐dependent products (e.g., Microsoft’s Window applications). Because adaptation of
the Java (computer‐ or browser) platform could undermine platform‐independence and thereby
the portability of Java programs, there was a temptation for companies with a high stake in a
platform‐dependent ICT‐market to diverge from the specification and corrupt the platform.
This would create incompatibility and market fragmentation and corrode network externalities.
This sketches the background of Sun’s attempts to safeguard Java’s platform integrity. It
explains why in the case of Java, coordination is often equivalent to control.
Although Java started out as a Sun project, Sun gave interested parties access to its source code.
The company invited developers to comment on, experiment with, and improve the original
source code. But, in the early years the decision to carry through changes in the original code
remained Sunʹs.
“One of the important things that we did when we first launched Java was to
take the whole source of the system and put it out on our Web site. . . . There
was the crowd of people who just play—they just had fun with it. . . . Then
there were the people who were doing marginally useful things, like porting it .
. . to lots of different platforms. But in the end, probably the most important
reason for putting the source out was to allow people to scrutinize it. . . .”26
The instructive books which Sun authors and others wrote on Java, and the training programs
that led to “certified” Java developers, contributed to a coordinated Java trajectory. These
activities fortified the development of a Java practitioner community, but they did not
guarantee interoperable Java implementations. The free distribution of the Java Software
Development Kit (SDK, formerly JDK) proved more effective. The SDK contained a full suite of
development tools to write, compile, debug, and run applications and applets. Use of the SDK
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narrowed down the number of possible programs to those that would run on “standard” Java
platforms.
In the following, we discuss Sun’s three most elaborate coordination instruments: licensing,
Java Community Process, and committee standardization. They address different areas of
coordination, which are: use and implementation of Java, the Java specification process, and the
extended adoption of Java, respectively.

Licensing
The basis for Sunʹs licensing policy was intellectual property, which it protected by means of
trademarks (e.g., Java‐Compatible logo), patents (i.e., software algorithms) and copyrights (e.g.,
Java specifications). Integral to Sunʹs licensing policy were its test suites. These were used to
certify compatible Java products, and were a prerequisite for using the “Java compatible” logo
(the steaming cup of coffee). The logo had much goodwill among Java programmers, and
worked as an incentive for making compatible commercial products.
Sun issued licenses with different degrees of restriction on Java use. Its company license for
commercial use of Java most constrained the use of the technology. For example, Microsoftʹs
license to Java, the Technology License and Distribution Agreement (TLDA, March 1996) stipulates
that Microsoft must incorporate the latest updates of the Java platform in its products. Before
Microsoft can use the Java‐Compatible logo for marketing purposes, its products must pass the
Sun test suites.
The Research Use license of the Sun Community Source Licensing model was the least restrictive.
The new licensing model of December 199827 aimed to combine the advantages of the Open
Source approach and the Proprietary licensing model. In it community members received broad
access to the Java source code and were encouraged to partake in its development. In return,
they were to share error corrections. To become a community member one had to sign a license
agreement. Each Java developer could become a Research Use licensee free of charge with a
simple click‐through license. This license granted “broad experimentation and evaluation
rights.” With the Commercial Use license, users who wanted to deploy their Java products
retained their intellectual property rights, but were required to open up their interface
specifications. The model allowed them to use and modify Java source code. However,
companies wanting to sell products based on modified source code would be charged a fee.
Furthermore, products distributed under the Commercial Use license had to have Sun’s
compatibility logo and required a separate trademark license. Thus, Sun still kept control of
essential developments.

Java Community Process
Licensing was in particular a means to coordinate—and in this case control—the use and
implementation of Java. The Java Community Process (JCP) was a way to further coordinate
development of the Java specification—i.e., due to the bandwagon mechanism Java had already
selected as a de facto standard. With the new licensing model, Sun issued The Java Community
Process (sm) Program Manual: The formal procedures for using the Java Specification development
process (version 1.0, December 1998). In this manual, Sun unfolded
“. . . a formal process for developing Java™ specifications . . . using an
inclusive, consensus building process that not only delivers the specification,
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but also the reference implementation and its associated suite of compatibility
tests.”
The manual was a response to criticism that decisions regarding the specification of APIs were
taking place behind closed doors. It discussed the procedures that were to be followed from the
stage of requesting a new specification to its final release and maintenance.
However, there was heavy criticism of the procedures28. They excluded most independent Java
developers, and Sun still vetoed decisions regarding eligibility of specification requests. The
press spoke of a “gated community process.”29
Sunʹs second version of the Java Community Process30 answered much of the criticism. An
Executive Committee was to represent ʺmajor stakeholders and is responsible for approving the
passage of specifications through key points of the JCP . . . ʺ It consisted of 16 members and a
chair. Two of them were Sun employees: one, the committee chair, had no vote except to cast a
tie‐breaking vote; the other had a permanent voting seat on the Executive Committee. The other
procedures were in important respects similar to those of many standards bodies: phased
approach, voting procedures, expert groups, etc.

Formal Standardization
Sun announced early on that its aim was to have its de facto standard formally standardized by
the Joint Technical Committee 1 (JTC1) of the International Standardization Organization (ISO)/
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). JTC1’s approval would make customers,
partners, and developers feel more confident about investing in it,31 and the status of
International Standard would make it easier for governments and industry standards bodies to
refer to it.32 That is, Sun aimed at a concerted type of bandwagon mechanism and a higher level
of market coordination.
Sun took three initiatives to get JTC1 to formalize its Java specifications. See Figure 1. It started
with a brief attempt to get its Java specifications accepted by the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), the US national member of JTC1. ANSI could then have proposed Java as a
work item to JTC1. Soon after, Sun applied to become a submitter of a Public Available
Specification (PAS) to JTC1. Subsequently, it turned to ECMA International, a standards
consortium that has access to JTC1’s Fast Track process. We will address the latter two most
serious standardization attempts below.

PAS

Fast Track
6

FIGURE 1: SUN’S THREE INITIATIVES TO STANDARDIZE JAVA IN JTC133

JTC1 PAS Procedure
In March 1997, Sun applied to become an authorized Publicly Available Specification (PAS)
submitter to JTC1 to get access to the PAS procedure. The procedure is a means for JTC1 to
transpose specifications with high market relevance more rapidly into an international
standard. Instead of passing through the usual stages of committee standardization, the
specification starts out as a Draft International Standard (DIS), which, if approved by JTC1
members, immediately acquires the status of an International Standard (IS). Few hard
conditions are made for organizations to be eligible as PAS submitters.34 Although there is an
expectation that the organization supports an open, multi‐party and consensus driven
approach, the criteria leave room for negotiation.
Sun, which positioned itself as the guardian of the Java Community Process, was the first
commercial company to apply35. Sunʹs application was initially rejected.36 The comments of the
JTC1 national bodies indicated that there were hesitations about the way Sun would handle the
evolution of the standard, IPR issues, and whether a Sun‐led process would remain an open
one. Sun responded to the comments in September 1997 and reapplied.37 The company was
accepted as a PAS submitter in November 1997. However, most votes in favor still included
comments expressing concern about who was to be responsible for the maintenance and
evolution of Java, about the influence of JTC1 national members therein, and about the
openness of Sunʹs development process in competitive situations.38 The national bodies
expected Sun to address their comments in the Explanatory Report that was to accompany
Sunʹs submission of the Java specifications.
Sun never submitted the Java specifications to JTC1. It doubted whether JTC1 would agree to
ratify its work and leave the organization of a wider, participatory Java development process to
Sun.39 At that time, Sun did not want to surrender control of the evolution of Java.

ECMA
In April 1999, Sun approached the ECMA to discuss Java standardization. The ECMA, an
international industry association for standardizing information and communication systems, is
an A‐liaison40 member of JTC1. This status gives it access to the Fast Track process, similar to
the PAS procedure. It allows a standard, regardless of its origin, to be put to vote as a Draft
International Standard without going through the prior stages. In the past, ECMA standards had
been submitted to a yes/no vote in JTC1 without modification.
During the negotiations about the program of work of ECMA TC41 on “Platform‐Independent
Computing Environments,” Sun initially aimed for “passive maintenance” of the Java standard,
which meant that Sunʹs Java Community Process would remain the primary arena for Java
development.41 Sun would then forward updates through ECMA to JTC1. However, the two
parties ultimately appeared to agree on a program of work that left room for a more meaningful
standards process in ECMA.
The first ECMA TC41 meeting took place in October 1999. During this meeting, Sun was to
distribute the Java specification on CD‐ROM. However, at the end of the meeting Sun
announced that its lawyers required more time to consider the IPR issues involved.42 In late
1999 it became clear that Sun would not contribute the Java specifications to ECMA TC41. The
technical committee formally disbanded in March 2000. Sun withdrew officially because of a
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dispute with ECMA about the copyright of the specification. However, more probably, it feared
that pursuing ECMA standardization could jeopardize its position in the lawsuit against
Microsoft.43
In sum, the coordination mechanisms identified for Java, in particular regarding platform
development, use, and implementation, served foremost to preserve the integrity of the
platform and the interoperability of Java programs. However, there were two notable instances
where Sun, despite its strategies of licensing, formalizing the Java Community Process, etc.,
could not forestall other players from actions that threatened to lead to fragmentation of the
Java market. The first concerned Microsoft’s way of using Java, for which Sun sued Microsoft.
The second concerned real‐time Java, the development of which partly took place outside Sunʹs
realms.44 These illustrate instances when Sun’s attempt to coordinate and control Java
development while safeguarding cross‐platform compatibility failed.

The Linux Case
The Linux operating system started as a hobby project but grew to become one of the few
serious competitors to Microsoft’s hegemony on the desktop.45 Although volunteers still
dominate software development in Linux, the number of paid programmers is rapidly rising.46
Linux developers have different backgrounds, different agendas and goals, and different
software requirements.47 In the following we discuss the coordination mechanisms that attempt
to deal with these differences and that limit divergent software development. Information about
these mechanisms has been gathered through a number of sources. The two most important
sources of information are the secondary literature and sixty interviews conducted with
developers from different open source communities. Most of them were either members of the
Linux community or were otherwise related. Some of the interviews were in Dutch, so
quotations from those have been translated into English.

Coding Style Guides
Linux has a coding style guide48 that prescribes what the layout of a piece of source code should
look like. Many Linux developers use the style guide. It prevents the following problem, noted
by a Linux developer:
“A Frenchman turned out to have changed the entire source code to the GNU style.
Although, this is just a minor change, it does make it almost impossible to compare the
programs because the indentation is completely different.”
Another respondent explains in what manner such a guide may reduce software divergence.
According to this Linux developer, a colleague developer had taken his application, made
changes to the source code, and simultaneously changed the entire layout of the source code.
The respondent, who also happened to be the maintainer of the source code, decided not to
include the changes simply because it took him too much time to understand which changes
had actually been made. The colleague developer then felt that his, in his eyes valuable, changes
had unjustly been ignored and decided to start a new and competing project, thereby increasing
divergence. In this particular case, if the colleague developer had used the coding style guide,
the maintainer would have recognized and understood the proposed changes more quickly.
The resulting process of arguing about which changes were (not) to be included would
probably have given the other developer less incentive to start a new and competing project.
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Respected Gatekeepers
One of the motives for developers to become actively involved in creating open source software
is the desire to earn a reputation.49 Reputation depends on the quality and the quantity of the
contributed code. It has two coordinating effects. First, developers with a high reputation, for
instance the project leaders of large communities, are generally better listened to than others.
Especially, when a developer has little knowledge about a certain issue he or she will generally
accept or agree with a decision made by a developer with a high reputation:
“So then there is someone who has more knowledge about these things. You will
automatically respect that person. You see his name everywhere and therefore he is
likely to be right when he says something.”50
The second coordinating effect is that a community of which one or more members is a
developer with a high reputation will attract other developers.51 The former project leader of
Debian claims that he partly based his decision to get involved in a community on the presence
of developers with high reputation: “Reputation does help: if you see a good name, then you
will take a look.”
Linus Torvalds, the founder of Linux, is an example of a highly respected developer in the
Linux community. He maintains a version of the Linux operating system and he is the only
person with the prerogative to include additional pieces of source code in that particular
version. In principle, people can ignore his decisions and decide to build another version of the
Linux kernel—and they do. However, developers who do not have the time to critically
evaluate each decision will sooner adopt a decision made by him than by any other developer
in the Linux community. Their decision is simply based on the fact that he has proven his
programming skills and is therefore assumed to make better decisions than developers who
have a shorter track record.52 This obviously reduces the level of divergence in Linux.

Standardization Initiatives
Standards initiatives have taken place to increase convergence between the different Linux
distributions and the different software applications these distributions comprise. First,
although the market had its favourite, there was an effort to standardize Linux under the
auspices of the Linux Standards Base (LSB), which is the name of the organization as well as the
resulting standard. The aim of the organization is ʺto develop and promote a set of standards
that will increase compatibility among Linux distributions and enable software applications to
run on any compliant system . . .”53 The standard (LSB), first released in June 2001, “provides a
way to ensure behavioral compatibility across Linux distributions and version releases. An
application written to the standard will function the same across all LSB certified platforms . . .”
Second, to assure compliance with the standard, the Free Standards Group,54 a non‐profit group
supported by industry that advocates standards for open source technologies, contracted with
The Open Group, an organization that specialized in interoperability certification, to manage
LSB Certification.
Third, inter‐organizational coordination also improves compatibility in Linux. For example, the
Free Software Foundation (FSF) frequently plays a mediating role among and negotiates with
other open source communities, as the following quotation illustrates:
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“We had success with this role with the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC). A couple of
years ago the FSF had problems maintaining the GCC project, stewardship of the
project was not working. A large group of developers with the support of Cygnus,
which is now part of Red Hat, created a fork, which was called EGCS. Instead of
competing with this fork, the FSF decided to talk to this group and negotiated an
agreement in 1999. In that year both projects merged and became GCC again.”55
Again, this is a good example of an initiative that reduces the level of divergence., The FSF has
ensured that instead of having two competing versions developers will once again work on one
version of the GCC.

Level of Project Activity
Developers want to download, install, and use the best‐engineered application. They want to be
sure it works and is reliable. However, they usually do not choose software based on the actual
source code but on other indicators. The indicator most often mentioned is the level of maturity
or activity of a project.56 “Sourceforge and Freshmeat indicate a maturity level for each project,
so you know that the software listed there is stable and works.”57 This level of maturity is a
measure that combines the age of the project, i.e., community or development group, with the
number of releases. Both are obviously not direct indicators of the quality of the source code
itself. But, the argument is that if the community has been able to make many releases and is
able to continuously attract new developers, then the software must be good.
Besides maturity, the websites also list statistics about the level of project activity. Freshmeat,
for instance, maintains a so‐called “popularity index.”58 SourceForge, which hosts a large
number of open source projects,59 uses several statistics to measure the activity in projects, such
as the number of downloads. The activity level is frequently taken as an indicator of quality. It
supports decision‐making by individual developers, as several respondents confirm.60 One of
them explains:
“SourceForge has information on activity as well: if there are 20 different versions of a
library for a certain purpose, and one has been downloaded 10,000 times and another
one 20 times, it is clear what you choose first.”
Moreover, the more active the community is, the more likely it is that developers will download
and use the applications, which further increases the activity level.
In sum, activity and maturity provide a very efficient and quick reference for estimating the
quality of the software. The higher these levels are, the greater the chance the application has
high quality and the less likely it is that users will create new and competing versions of the
software. Therefore, indicators of project activity stimulate convergence.

Distributions
There are many OSS versions and variants that offer similar functionality. For most users and
developers it is not an easy task to decide which ones to download and install. In most cases,
however, they do not make the decisions: “There are only a few users who choose between
programs… Usually, the decisions are made by the distributions.”61 A distribution is a
collection of software programs issued as a package. Popular distributions are, for instance, Red
Hat, SuSE, and Debian. The latter is the only one actually created in an open source community,
while the other two are creations of commercial entities.
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An OS community has an interest in getting its software included in a distribution: “It means a
lot to us to be in such distributions, because we will get more exposure.”62 This exposure
happens because many developers and users simply install the applications chosen by the
manufacturer of the distribution.
Thus, because they select which applications and version of Linux to include, and because
developers and users generally adopt this selection, distributions reduce divergence.

Comparing the Two Case Studies—In Conclusion
The Future Generation faces the danger of high levels of divergence, as illustrated by both the
Java and the Linux community examples. This could result in compatibility and integrity
problems. Yet, in both cases the level of divergence is much less than we would expect. A
diverse set of mechanisms is responsible for limiting divergence and furthering coordination.
The cases have two such coordination mechanisms in common, they are:
-

-

Instructive materials (e.g., manuals and coding style guides), which explain how software
should be written. These ensure that the software is written in a transparent, comparable
way, which makes it easier to understand. As was argued, this is more likely to prevent the
emergence of unnecessary variation and duplicate effort.
Standardization initiatives. In both cases, initiatives are taken to standardize and formalize
the software specifications. Standardization can play a major role in reducing divergence.

Some mechanisms, however, only seem to be present in one of the cases and not in the other.
The difference can be understood in terms of timing: in the case of Java, most coordination
mechanisms aim to prevent divergence from arising, i.e., ex‐ante minimization. In the Linux
case, however, the reduction of divergence is primarily addressed ex‐post.
In the period discussed, Sun owned the intellectual property rights of the Java‐core. Exceptions
aside, this allowed the company to minimize the degree of divergence from the outset. Sun, for
instance, asked prospective community members to sign a participation agreement to keep
control of essential developments and prevent divergence. Another example is the Software
Development Kit, the use of which leads to programs that run on a “standard” Java platform.
The Sun compatibility logo, finally, is a mechanism that minimizes the chance of divergence by
defining requirements that companies have to meet for them to use the logo in marketing
campaigns. Essential here is that many methods used by Sun aim to minimize divergence ex‐
ante, that is, by keeping control of platform development.
The coordination mechanisms adopted in the Linux community are different. Consider for
instance the activity level in a project. Knowledge of that does not directly affect the emergence
of modified software. Instead, it stimulates convergence by influencing the choices of individual
users and developers. It results in a choice for one or two alternatives on a collective level,63 and
affects the selection process in a way that may result in fewer alternatives (i.e., passive
convergence). The same is true for Linux distributions and ex‐post gatekeepers: they influence
individual choices and stimulate convergence after divergence has occurred.
Table 1 lists the coordinative mechanisms identified and discussed in this paper.
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Table 1—The Coordinative Mechanisms in Both Communities

Common

Instructive
material
Standardization
initiatives

Different

Ex‐ante
mechanisms

Java
 Java manual, books,
etc.
 Instalment of JCP
 Formalization
attempts

Linux
 Coding style guides
 Instalment of the LSB
and FSG
 Mediating role of the
FSF

 Sun compatibility
logo
 Software
Development Kit
 Participation
Agreement
 Licensing
 Level of activity
 Linux distributions
 Gatekeepers

Ex‐post
mechanisms

The question then is: what is the more effective and/or efficient model to reduce divergence, ex‐
ante or ex‐post? 64 On first sight one might argue that ex‐ante minimization of divergence is
more efficient and effective, simply because it prevents divergence and thus creates less
redundancy. It better safeguards the software’s interoperability.
However, the answer to this question could be more complex. Research on public choice, for
instance, suggests that involving stakeholders in a decision‐making process will raise their
acceptance of the end result.65 Adopting this line of reasoning to software development could
imply that, ultimately, allowing divergence to arise is more effective, because it reflects the
involvement of the members of the community, which in turn promises better acceptance of the
end result. Therefore, they would have less incentive to create different branches. Further
research is needed to better understand the differences and consequences of ex‐ante and ex‐post
reduction of divergence.
Some of the coordination mechanisms identified in this research are different from the
mechanisms typically presented and discussed in standardization literature. Consider for
instance the role of mechanisms like gatekeepers, participation agreements, and the activity
level in a project. For standardizers it could be of interest to determine whether these
mechanisms can be used. Are they complementary with existing mechanisms in
standardization, can standardizers apply them, and/or do they form an alternative approach to
standardization? The success of the Future Generation will need coordination. But the last word
has not yet been said on which set of coordination mechanisms best suits a certain technology in
certain setting.
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